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A MESSAGE
FROM FOSIS
FOSIS was established in 1963 and is one of the oldest Muslim
Student organisations in the UK.
FOSIS is the representative body for over 120 Islamic societies
(ISocs) in the UK & Ireland and we estimate that this comes to
over 120,000 Muslim students roughly.

The FOSIS Higher Education department carried out an impact
and needs assessment across ISocs in the UK and Ireland. This
helped us identify that many ISocs are unclear on how to go
about re-opening prayer spaces in light of COVID19.
The FOSIS Student Affairs Committee (SAC) functions to utilise
information
empower

gathered

ISocs

and

by

the

Muslim

HE

department

Students

to

in

engage

order
with

to

their

Students' Unions and universities with the aim of:
Advocating for inclusion of Muslim students on campuses
and wider society.
Protecting the rights of Muslim Students.
Preserving the Muslim identity.

With the term starting soon many ISocs, Muslim Students,
Students Union's and universities will be wondering how to
open their prayer spaces in a safe manner or whether to open
them at all.

This document offers guidance on how to reopen

prayer rooms, how to mitigate different risks

that come with

reopening and how to involve relevant stakeholders in this
process.
There are crucial security, surveillance and monitoring risks
and sensitivities that will be addressed, as many campuses
throughout the UK often place a disproportionate amount of
scrutiny

on

explicitly

or

their

Muslim

implicitly

students,

through

the

usually

manifesting

implementation

of

the

"Prevent Duty". In order to ensure prayer room reopening and
usage does not lead to negative implications for the ISoc and
Muslim students, it is key the nuances around securitisation
and surveillance are understood.

As a result, the FOSIS Student Affairs Committee is pleased to
announce

the

publication

of

our

first

guidance

on

the

reopening of prayer rooms for usage by Students' Unions and
universities.

In a time of rising Islamophobia where Muslims are demonised
and ostracised from society it is vital that Students' Union and
Universities work together with ISocs and Muslim Students
and not against them. In this way, the commitments to
diversity and inclusion can truly be honoured.

FOSIS Student Affairs Committee
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12 STEPS TO RE-OPEN
PRAYER SPACEs

1
2

Start by liaising with your ISoc Presidents & committees,
Muslim sabbatical officers (if you have any) and any other
relevant body that assists in managing the prayer room
(i.e. University and / or the Uni’s Estates team)

When beginning conversations on reopening prayer rooms, it is
crucial that ISocs and/or Muslim Sabbatical officers are closely
involved in the process. We suggest the following guidance:

All users of the prayer space will bring their own face
masks and prayer mats to have access to the space.
Provide plastic disposable sheets for those who forget.

Wudhu (abolution) and water facilities should be
closed off, subject to constant review. Students should
make wudhu at home.

Hand sanitisers provided for students/staff to use at the
entrance/exit of the prayer space

Stickers on the floor with sensible distance indicating
individual prayer spots for each individual worshipper.
This should be a minimum of 1m or a max of 2m.

3
4
5

The prayer room should be opened only for compulsory
prayers for pre-set periods of time that are agreed with the
ISoc, Muslim Sabbatical officers and other stakeholders.

Have posters / leaflets ready to be shared virtually with
worshippers,

to

ensure

they

are

informed

about

the

regulations (e.g. opening times, SU guidance and what to
bring)

Have posters around the prayer room informing worshippers of
the regulations.

Consider doing a virtual/video training session and run through of

6

how to follow the guidelines for your members and perhaps send
weekly or bi-weekly reminders on following these regulations
through social media. It's important to mention things such as
masks. Masks have been made mandatory as of 8th August in all
places of worship (this should be emphasised but not enforced).
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12 STEPS TO RE-OPEN
YOUR PRAYER SPACE

7
8
9
10
11
12

Compliance should be on the basis of trust and education. In the case
of non-compliance, try to use polite reminders and peer learning /
influence - don’t resort to a heavy handed approach. Monitoring
individuals will create issues, foster mistrust and will feed negatively
into a wider climate of securitisation and surveillance of Muslim
students and communities.

Plan for a queue outside the prayer room due to volume of
students/staff, with a one-way system with a separate entrance
and exit, where feasible. A minimum of 1m should be kept where
possible.

Be ready to clean the prayer room after each use. A liaison member
from the ISOC should be allocated to communicate this information to
the Muslim students on campus within their reach. Also, advertise
clearly when the cleaning times will happen.

Make clear to students who wish to use the prayer room that they
have a responsibility to avoid using the space if they have symptoms
of COVID19. Eg high temperature, dry cough, loss of taste & smell etc.

Have a medical contact on campus and in the local vicinity in the
case of an emergency

Be proactive in monitoring local COVID19 situations to assess
continued opening / usage based on any new regulations. If any
decisions around usage or opening are made then it is imperative
the ISOC and Muslim sabbatical officers are consulted about these
changes.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
PRAYER ROOMS
The 5 daily prayers Muslims pray comprise of 1 of 5 pillars of Islam. Muslims
pray to God five times a day as it is a requirement of faith, and it is a
requirement for them to do this in order to gain closeness to God . Prayer is an
integral part of a Muslim student’s day and it is often performed in
congregation (this can still be done in a socially distant setting) as this brings
Muslims closer together and closer to God.
Prayer spaces facilitate a transformative environment that nurtures, develops
and supports the spiritual growth of its members, and often in a University
setting, it is the first point of contact for pastoral care, peer support, mental
health and a community for Muslim students.
We have identified in the COVID19 Impact Assessment Guide, that closed
prayer spaces can result in a host of issues for Muslim students including:
a) Loss of community
b) Increased social, mental and spiritual isolation
c) Difficulty in accessing relevant resources and support within university
d) Difficulty in performing daily prayers and Jummu'ah (compulsory Friday
prayers) meaning students can't practice a core part of their faith and lives.
As a result, the following points have been identified and can be utilised by
the ISoc when drafting a letter, or during conversation with the SU /
Chaplaincy or the University’s Estates team on re-opening prayer rooms.
These same points can also be used if attempting to arrange a larger
alternative prayer space, in cases where social distancing measures will
render current prayer room space unsuitable (e.g. prayer room is too small to
allow adequate free space in between worshippers).

Complications

may

arise

if

students were to perform their
The 5 daily Salah are compulsory in
Islam and all Muslims are required
to pray, whether a prayer room is
available or not

prayers in public spaces and in
areas not regulated (as they will
do) if not given their place of
worship

Congregational prayers are an
integral part of Islam and they are
highly encouraged. They are
perfectly possible to do with social
distancing.

Spirituality is a key sphere for ISoc
work with many classes (Halaqas,
Quran classes) taking place in prayer
Outline

the

importance

of

faith

rooms. Absence of this space can

communities, faith provisions and

greatly

the need for faith based perspectives

people join ISoc

in the context of COVID19

reduce

the

sole

reason
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The importance of
prayer rooms
The current climate created by COVID
means that these are trying times and
people are going through a lot of
serious

An absence of a prayer space can be a
serious

barrier

for

accessing

Higher

Education, and thus, in effect, a breach of
students’ right to an education. Access to

issues

relating

to

mental

health, welfare and bereavement. In
this instance, Muslim students find
solace

in

their

faith,

collective

prayer space enhances the muslim student

worship and spirituality - for which a

experience and emphasises commitments

prayer space is key.

to diversity and inclusion.

Mental

health

is

an

issue

that

Universities may have to address
heavily

this

year.

For

a

Muslim,

having access to prayer spaces (or a
lack thereof) can vastly contribute

The negative psychological impact on

to their mental health

Muslim students due to not being
able to follow tenants of their faith

Students may not come
in for lectures for fear of
missing

prayers

if

there's no provision at
university

Students will have reduced privacy if
they have to pray in open spaces eg the
street or in the corners of lecture halls,
which may disrupt other students

Prayer rooms are crucial for
building and fostering
relationships between Muslim
students. Since most activities
during freshers will be virtual the
prayer space can serve as the
main way to signpost to these
events.

Prayers rooms are key in a Muslim students' life in University, whether they are part
of the ISoc or not
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FAITH & CULTURAL
COMPETENCY WITH
PRAYER ROOMS
Faith & Cultural competency plays a large role in working with and
on the behalf of the Muslim Community on campus. It is important
that those working with ISocs and the Muslim community
endeavour to learn and understand that there are many cultural
and religious norms that guide Muslim students' usage of the
prayer space and it is key these are respected. A lack of regard for
these norms as well as lack of consultation with ISocs and Muslim
sabbatical officers can lead to decisions being imposed upon the
Muslim community that make it harder to practice the rites of their
faith.
In regards to prayer space and specifically the Friday prayers,
these are special prayers that are compulsory for Muslim men but
are optional for Muslim women according to traditional Islamic law.
This means that during Friday prayers (which happens around the
hours of 1-2pm throughout the year) male students usually vastly
outnumber female students due to it being compulsory for them.
Students' Unions and/or universities should work with the ISoc to
identify a special set up that works for them and the Muslim
Community to pragmatically accommodate for this. At all other
prayer times Muslim men and women usually use the prayer room
the same amount and so the space allocations for routine prayers
should reflect this. Again, a consultation with your ISoc and Muslim
sabbatical officers should take place in order to work out how this
can this can all work.
The original prayer spaces that you may have on your campuses
may not be able to accommodate for increased numbers of
worshipers that you will find during Friday prayers. In this case a
large classroom or unused large space should be allocated to be
booked out for slot of time (e.g. 1-3pm) to allow for Friday prayers
to take place with social distancing measures. The larger time slot
allows multiple sessions of Friday prayers to take place if there are
large numbers of students so that there is adequate provision and
space. This larger prayer space could also be allocated as a prayer
space for the other prayers aside from Friday prayers to again
ensure that social distancing becomes much easier to implement
and achieve throughout the day and week.
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SECURITISATION &
SURVEILLANCE
CONTEXT:
The Government’s Prevent duty which is part of Counter-Terrorism Security Act (CTSA) 2015 is
heavily implemented in Universities. The duty was set up to prevent people from being drawn
into extremism. However, on countless occasions Prevent has led to Muslim students being
targets of discrimination, curtailing their civil liberties and creating securitisation around their
community. This stems from the incorrect and discriminatory belief that Muslims and
extremism are synonymous.
A look at ISoc President respondents in the NUS Muslim Student Survey from 2017/18 it was
found that:
"80% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the Prevent duty has had a negative
impact on their society, with some commenting a decline in membership due to concerns of
surveillance by authorities."
The duty has seen Muslim communities come under increased scrutiny where in some years up
to 65% of Prevent referrals have been Muslims referred.
The education sector has the highest referrals compared with any other sector at 33% which is
more than the police refer.
60% of Prevent referrals are done on those who are 20 and under citing schools and
universities.
Prevent doesn't always manifest through referrals, it may manifest through breaches of the
data of Muslim students where their data is handed over to certain authorities without their
consent. Lack of clarity on how that data is used and handing it over to 3rd parties opens up
avenues for the data to be further used to discriminate against Muslim students, thus, fuelling
a climate of Islamophobia.
Click here to read the official FOSIS Prevent Statement

Calls for Prevent to be scrapped have been made by (to name a few):
University College Union
National Education Union
National Union of Students
FOSIS
Rights Watch UK
Liberty UK
140 prominent UK academics from various fields

The Queen came to visit a university recently and
information was gathered on students, majority of whom
were Muslim. Their personal details were handed over to
the police as they were deemed to be a threat. Their ID
cards were also cancelled despite needing to study and
having exams on the day.
In the past on some universities have installed cameras
and swipe cards on prayer rooms where Muslim students

data
monitoring and
breach case
studies

were monitored and surveilled as they carried out their
prayers.
Emails of Muslim students specifically have been
monitored and scrutinised under the Prevent Duty.
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SECURITISATION &
SURVEILLANCE
tracking and tracing - Things to be
careful of
The NHS has been trying to develop a contact tracing app for
sometime under the name "NHSX". However, completion of the app
has been stalled numerous times due legislative issues and data
privacy concerns.
Versions of the app have failed to make clear how patients' data will
be handled and development of the app has seen the involvement
of private security firms such Serco and G4S who have been known
to use data to further unethical migrant detention practices.
Due to the sensitivities and risks discussed above, we strongly
discourage the usage of a track and trace system on your campuses
as it may discourage students from coming into university or using
the prayer room due to risks around personal student data.
Students' Unions and Universities should not be coming up with
their own track and trace systems that keep large amounts of
personal data as it wouldn't be possible to make certain
assurances on how the data will be used.
Formalised tracking and tracing should be left for a combination of
epidemiologists, data scientists, lawyers, healthcare professionals
and all other relevant parties through the NHS.
On the next page, we have suggested an alternative system
notifying students who use the prayer room of someone who has
also been using the prayer that has tested positive for the virus.
This is a major concern as the data collected can be misused,
shared and accessed by external structures and 3rd parties thus
making Muslim students more vulnerable to the Prevent duty.
This will also lead to the breaking down of relationships and loss of
trust between Muslim students and SUs and universities.
While this opens up the Muslim student community to external
threats, it also alters internal community relationships and erodes
trust.
It is important to note that data can be breached and information
sharing between authorities is not subject to GDPR guidelines
which emphasises previously stated privacy concerns.
If left unchecked, these systems can further damage the University
experience of Muslim students, curtailing their civil liberties i.e.
their privacy, their freedom to practice & express their religion and
inhibit the Muslim student voice on campus.

Click here to read the official FOSIS statement on the NHSX
contract tracing app
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SECURITISATION &
SURVEILLANCE - Alternative
system
OUR RECOMMENDATIONS:
What other mechanisms can be put
in place?
An alternative system would be for each user of the prayer rooms to record the
exact time they come and the exact time they leave on their phone and on sheet of
paper outside the prayer room. These must be filled every time they enter and
leave the prayer room. When they fill out the form as to when they've used the
prayer room, they should be able to enter nicknames or code names that would
allow themselves to be easily identified but would mean that their data isn't
formally recorded.
If someone then alerts the ISoc Committee member or SU contact in charge of
overlooking the prayer room that they have contracted Coronavirus or that they are
experiencing Coronavirus symptoms, all they would need to do is tell the member
the time in which they used the prayer room.
The Committee member would then be able to alert others through group chats
and the Students' Union and the university would send out mass emails letting
people know that if they used the prayer room at this time, it is highly
recommended for them to self-isolate, even if they themselves are not
experiencing any symptoms.
This system allows the ISoc to deal with things internally, with perhaps some
occasional updates for their SU if necessary, and forgoes the need for track and
tracing systems which invade personal privacy and impinge on personal freedoms.

Legal guidance around prevent
to take into consideration
Butt v Secretary of State for the Home Department:
“The [Prevent duty guidance] are guidance and not
direction, let alone free-standing ones; the obligation
on [universities] is to have regard to them. Institutions
are responsible for their own decisions, including those
related to external speakers on campus.
…The institutions are then entitled to say, having had
regard to the application of the [guidance], that the
freedom of speech duties and the academic freedom
duties to which they have to pay particular regard, are
more important.”
In essence the legal ruling over Prevent is that
institutions (Student's Unions are not counted in this)
should have regard for it but they dont have to actually
implement it.
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WHAT CAN
FOSIS SAC HELP
YOU WITH?
The Student Affairs Committee (SAC) is a branch of FOSIS
that provides support and help for ISocs when dealing with
issues pertaining to their Students' Unions and universities.
Some of the specific support we can offer to you as a
Students' Union and University are:

Signing up for the Islamophobia Awareness Training that
FOSIS SAC have developed which will allow the SU to get more
information on:
The nuances on what Islamophobia is
How Islamophobia functions
How Prevent discriminates against Muslims in more
detail
How to support Muslim students and staff in more detail.
If your Students' Union or University doesn't have an active
Islamic Society then you can get in touch with FOSIS SAC (or
FOSIS HE) to help consult with the reopening of prayer spaces.

STUDENT AFFAIRS

Committee
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CONTACT
FOSIS
If you wish to contact us or have any further queries for the
FOSIS Higher Education team, please email:

vp.highereducation@fosis.org.uk
For the Student Affairs team, please email:

vp.studentaffairs@fosis.org.uk and
cc student.affairs@fosis.org.uk
Please also Cc one the Regional chairs, depending on where
your University is based please email:

south.chair@fosis.org.uk
london.chair@fosis.org.uk
wales.chair@fosis.org.uk
midlands.chair@fosis.org.uk
north.chair@fosis.org.uk
scotland.chair@fosis.org.uk
ireland.chair@fosis.org.uk
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